Antiapoptotic effect of heterozygously expressed mutant RI (Ala336-->Asp) subunit of cAMP kinase I in a rat leukemia cell line.
cAMP induced rapid apoptosis (> 90% cell death in 6 h) of non-growth-arrested rat leukemia IPC-81 cells. A cell clone selected for cAMP resistance had a normally functioning apoptotic machinery whose triggering required about 30-fold higher cellular cAMP than in the parent cells. The cAMP subresponsiveness was due to a heterozygous point mutation (Ala336-->Asp) in the RI subunit of cAMP-dependent protein kinase I. In fact, apoptosis correlated with intracellular cAMP binding to the subresponsive RI. The mutated alanine is invariantly present in cyclic nucleotide kinases, but of unknown function. The mutation decreased the cAMP affinity to site B by increasing the cAMP dissociation rate 500x. The ability of site B to discriminate adenine-modified cAMP analogues was affected, suggesting that Ala336 faced the adenine moiety of cAMP. That the heterozygously expressed RID336 was a dominant suppressor of apoptosis was explained by a higher expression of R than C subunits in the mutant cells by preferential expression of the mutant form of RI, and by the ability of mutant RI to exert dominant negative control of activation of wild type cAMP kinase at moderate cAMP levels. Apoptosis was induced at a similar cAMP level in cells treated with cholera toxin or other cAMP elevating agents, indicating that cAMP kinase was essential for toxin action.